Student - Guateng

What do they struggle

What modes of

goals and needs as

with most when they

transport do they use

they travel?

travel?

predominantly?

2. Get home in time to help
and care for her family

- Taxis are often the only
options so even if she’s
unhappy with it, she has to
use it. She sometimes opts
for Uber but they are scarce.

- Safety is always top
of mind, whether she
is walking to the taxi or
on board she has to be
vigilant.

At the hub or station

On board

Arriving

Planning, walking,

Alighting

Experience while traveling

Getting to the final

choosing

What are their key

1. Get to university safely

Setting off

It would be better if...

destination

Thinking
What are they thinking about as
they travel?

- I have a lot to do at university today, I need
to make sure I get ther on time
- I’m still not going to try take any shortcuts,
at least my normal route is quite safe

- I really hope there aren’t too many people
and I can get a comfy seat
- I will avoid that taxi because the driver is
catcalling me and its uncomfortable

- Finally, I am settled and can focus on my
work and catching up with some friends
- I feel so busy all the time, at least I have a
moment now

- Luckily my campus is a major stop for taxis
so I don’t need to walk far or feel unsafe

Regulation of drivers and taxis to avoid
reckless situations

Doing
What does they do? What
information do they look for?
What is their context?

- She has a role of caregiver in her house so she

- She checks the taxi inside and gets in to
settle down
- Now she can settle in and take out her
phone

- Her mind is consumed with her school and home

- She gathers her stuff and jumps out, finding
herself right outside the campus where she
feels comfortable

Drivers treated her with respect, and weren’t
derogatory when they spoke to her

does house chorse like fetching the water before
she can leave (she won’t have time to do it before
dark when university is finished)

responsibilities so she often thinks about what
needs to get done
- She will chatting with friends on WhatsApp

- She gathers her things and says goodbye to her

- She checks on her university emails to make sure

grandmother who she lives with

she hasn’t missed anything

- Minibus taxi
Feeling
What is the traveler feeling?

EMOJI

EMOJI

EMOJI

EMOJI

She could walk without fear, she has so much
to do in a day and limited daylight

Needs and Pains
What do they want to achieve or
avoid?

- Taxis are my only option to get from home
to university, I wish had access to more
modes
- I can’t take out my phone while I walk
because I could get mugged, I can’t get lost

- If there are too many people in the taxi it
will be overcrowded and uncomfortable, but
if there are too few people on it I get scared
- The drivers often speak badly to us from
both a sexual harassment perspective, and
a respect one

- Some taxis are not roadworthy but luckily
this one is and I can relax a bit more
- I saw some taxi drivers trying to
score highschool girls and it makes me
uncomfortable, they’re so young

- Sometimes the drivers don’t give me my
change back but I’m too scared to fight with
them about it so I lose out

- Some taxis are not roadworthy but luckily
this one is and I can relax a bit more
- I saw some taxi drivers trying to
score highschool girls and it makes me
uncomfortable, they’re so young

Strategies
What does she do to avoid the
pains?

- She only uses routes she knows to ensure

- She tries not to draw attention to herself
and ignores advances from men

- She will wait to be safe and settled before
she can take her phone out

- She lets her grandmother and friends know
she’s made it safely to campus

- She will wait to be safe and settled before
she can take her phone out

- She can now take her phone out for
entertainment

- Phone and email

- WhatsApp groups

- Phone and email

- Uber

safety
- She walks on streets that are busy with other
people so she doesn’t make herself a target
- She travels with others sometimes so she isn’t
alone

Tools
What do they use?

Other people for protection

